Call for Abstracts
Poster and oral presentation at the
12th Annual European CME Forum
Eligibility
The content must be pertaining to, or of direct relevance to the practice of IME/CME-CPD
— the content need not be Europe-specific, but it would be helpful if lessons can be applied in
the European sphere.
The contribution must not promote a company, product or service or be promotional in
nature.
The presenter must be the primary author of the abstract and a registered delegate for the
12th Annual European CME Forum (#12ECF). The research, study, case, or presentation
must fall within the specified Theme that #12ECF is structured around “Promoting a culture
of learning”, which will be approached from three angles:
• Micro-practice: CME as it
• Meso-practice: Collaborations, partnership and interprofessional
• Macro-practice: Perspective of

Oral presentation
There may be the additional opportunity to present the poster as an oral presentation should
it fit with the meeting agenda. In this case the presentation must be delivered by the primary
author, address a relevant topic within the identified session, and be no longer than 10
minutes when given. As #12ECF will be certified for CME credit, if the abstract is selected for
oral presentation, the presenting author will need to complete the financial declaration and
disclosure process.

Publication in JECME
There will be a focus on publishing in CME. Posters that are also planned for publication will
have a higher chance of acceptance. Please describe how you plan to develop the session and
to publish the findings in JECME.

Process
Submissions must be received by Monday 30 September 2019. The entries will be
reviewed by the Session Chairs under the Chairmanship of the Editor-in-Chief of the Journal
of European CME (JECME). Participants will be notified of the result by email on Monday
7 October 2019.
Subject to meeting the journal requirements, contributions (or adaptations) will be invited for
publication in in Journal of European CME.

Application
Please submit your Abstract using the application form provided.
Send it by email to acopley@CMEforum.org.
We look forward to receiving your submission and seeing you in Manchester!
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